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1. Introduction {#open201900076-sec-0001}
===============

Since the discovery of the first stable crystalline N‐heterocyclic carbene (NHC) in 1991,[1](#open201900076-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} this ligand class has gone from relative obscurity to enjoying widespread use in many areas of transition metal chemistry, most notably homogeneous catalysis.[2](#open201900076-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Initial interest in NHCs stemmed from their similarity to the well‐established phosphine ligands, but NHCs have long since distinguished themselves and are now recognised to possess a rich chemistry of their own.[3](#open201900076-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Like phosphines, NHCs are strong σ donors, but surpass even trialkyl phosphines in terms of their electron‐donating ability.[4](#open201900076-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Besides the enhanced stability they confer to metal complexes, NHCs also have the advantage over phosphine ligands in the ease with which libraries of structurally related NHC ligands may be synthesized.[2](#open201900076-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The outstanding properties of NHCs have led to them becoming ubiquitous ligands in the field of organometallic catalysis,[5](#open201900076-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"},[6](#open201900076-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and stimulated research into the medicinal properties of NHC metal complexes.[7](#open201900076-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"},[8](#open201900076-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Similarly to phosphine and cyclopentadienyl ligands, much of the popularity of NHCs originates from their electronic and steric tunability, which can to some extent be varied independently.[3](#open201900076-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Changing the nature of the heterocycle and the substituents at the back of the ring are the most common strategies employed in modifying the NHC electronic properties,[9](#open201900076-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} but in some cases this has been found to also affect the steric properties of the ligand, which can result in a weakening of the metal‐NHC bond.[10](#open201900076-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#open201900076-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201900076-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} In NHCs with aryl groups at the N‐substituents, electron‐donating or ‐withdrawing groups at the *para* position can also be used to tune the electronic properties,[13](#open201900076-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} but in general, little effect of the N‐substituents on the electronic properties is observed.[14](#open201900076-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, varying the size of alkyl N‐substituents has also emerged as a successful strategy in generating NHC complexes of differing lipophilicity, an important parameter influencing drug uptake.[15](#open201900076-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"},[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

The cationic lipophilic character of a range of Au(I) complexes with the 1,3‐diethylbenzylimidazol‐2‐ylidene ligand[17](#open201900076-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201900076-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201900076-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} has been shown to be important for inducing anti‐mitochondrial effects, while the stability of the coordination bonds, *i. e*. strength of the Au‐ligand bond (as estimated with bond dissociation energies, BDEs, calculated by density functional theory) is predictive of the affinity of the complexes for the TrxR enzyme.[17](#open201900076-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} TrxR is an abundant selenoprotein that is the only known enzyme to reduce thioredoxin (Trx);[20](#open201900076-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} a lower BDE could thus be associated with stronger TrxR inhibition and yield a greater effect on tumour progression and development,[21](#open201900076-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} but also with unwanted binding to serum albumin.[17](#open201900076-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

Lipophilicity has also been shown to correlate with the anti‐mitochondrial activity of a series of cationic, linear Au(I) NHCs (compounds N2^+^, N4^+^, N5^+^ and N6^+^ in Scheme [1](#open201900076-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}),[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} but the related benzylimidazol‐2‐ylidene ligands (compound denoted by N*x*b^+^ in Scheme [1](#open201900076-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}) were not studied in this context. To gain greater insight into the subtle interplay of electronic and steric effects operating in these NHC coordination complexes, we computationally investigated the effect of varying the alkyl moiety attached at the N‐substituent position, and the type of NHC ligand (imidazolylidene versus less electron‐donating benzimidazolylidene), on the metal ligand bond, and hence on the BDEs.

![Cationic and neutral Au(I) complexes investigated in this study, numbered according to increasing molecular volume.](OPEN-8-539-g009){#open201900076-fig-5001}

The different NHC ligands studied are shown in Scheme [1](#open201900076-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}, in order of increasing volume and hence increasing lipophilicity. By investigating both the cationic homo‐ligated Au‐NHC complexes (indicated by a ′+′ in the compound code) as well as the neutral complexes (identified by ′0′) with one NHC and one Cl ligand we aimed to compare the BDEs to identify which complexes could be more efficient prodrugs. In addition, an Atoms in Molecules analysis indicated the presence of numerous intramolecular interactions between the NHC ligands with the metal, and with each other. These interactions may also play a significant role in the mechanism of action of these complexes as prodrugs, hence we investigated them further by undertaking an Energy Decomposition Analysis and calculating the electrostatic surface potentials (ESPs).

2. Results and Discussion {#open201900076-sec-0002}
=========================

2.1. Complex Structures {#open201900076-sec-0003}
-----------------------

The geometries of the Au complexes shown in Scheme [1](#open201900076-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}, as well as their mono‐ligated variants and individual NHC ligands, were optimised at the PBE0‐D3/TZVP level of theory (coordinates included in ESI). Selected structures are given in Figure [1](#open201900076-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, while selected geometric parameters for cationic and neutral complexes, along with the available crystal structure parameters are shown in Tables [1](#open201900076-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#open201900076-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, respectively (the Cambridge Structural Database,[22](#open201900076-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} CSD, refcodes are indicated for reference).

![Minimum energy conformations of (a) N1+, (b) N4b+, (c) N5+, (d) N6^+^ and (e) N6^0^. (Pink=Au, blue=N, green=Cl, black=C, light grey=H.)](OPEN-8-539-g001){#open201900076-fig-0001}

###### 

Selected geometrical parameters from optimised geometries of cationic complexes, with relevant crystal structure parameters for comparison.

           Optimised geometry   CSD refcode   Crystal structure                                                                                                                    
  -------- -------------------- ------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- ------------------------------------------
  N1^+^    2.03                 180.0         90.0                UMAGUL[23](#open201900076-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}   2.02, 2.02, 2.01, 2.02               176.7, 178.3          160.7, 168.8, 176.2, 163.2
  N1b^+^   2.03                 180.0         90.0                                                                                                                                  
  N2^+^    2.04                 180.0         90.0                KIZVOG[24](#open201900076-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}   2.03, 2.03                           178.4                 176.4, 177.8
                                                                  KIZVUM[24](#open201900076-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}   2.03                                 180.0                 180.0
                                                                  ORUHUF[25](#open201900076-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}   2.02, 2.01                           177.4                 176.5, 175.4
                                                                  YERFAD[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}   2.02                                 180.0                 180.0
  N2b^+^   2.04                 180.0         90.0                FIBXUK[26](#open201900076-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}   2.05                                 180.0                 180.0
                                                                  KIZWAT[24](#open201900076-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}   2.02                                 180.0                 180.0
                                                                  KIZWEX[24](#open201900076-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}   2.10                                 180.0                 180.0
                                                                  XIRMUI[27](#open201900076-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}   2.01                                 180.0                 180.0
  N3^+^    2.03                 180.0         125.8                                                                                                                                 
  N3b^+^   2.03                 180.0         119.5               FIBYAR[26](#open201900076-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}   2.02, 2.02                           175.0                 129.9, 129.1
                                                                  FIBYEV[26](#open201900076-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}   2.00                                 180.0                 180.0
  N4^+^    2.04                 180.0         90.0                YERFIL[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}   2.03                                 180.0                 180.0
  N4b^+^   2.04                 180.0         126.7               CIVMIE[28](#open201900076-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}   2.02, 2.03                           175.6                 147.5, 165.6
                                                                  XIQKOZ[29](#open201900076-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}   2.02                                 180.0                 118.0
  N5^+^    2.06                 180.0         126.5               NEYQAL[30](#open201900076-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}   2.05, 2.05                           176.9                 115.1, 105.4
                                                                  YERFUX[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}   2.03, 2.04                           176.1                 101.1, 94.2
  N5b^+^   2.06                 172.3         72.8, 126.2                                                                                                                           
  N6^+^    2.03                 180.0         180.0               YERFOR[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}   2.03, 2.03, 2.05, 2.05, 2.04, 2.01   180.0, 180.0, 178.3   180.0, 180.0, 180.0, 180.0, 177.9, 172.9
  N6b^+^   2.03                 180.0         180.0                                                                                                                                
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###### 

Selected geometrical parameters from optimised geometries of neutral complexes, with relevant crystal structure parameters for comparison.

           Optimised geometry   CSD refcode   Crystal structure                                                                                                 
  -------- -------------------- ------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------
  N1^0^    1.98                 2.26          180.0                                                                                                              
  N1b^0^   1.97                 2.26          180.0                                                                                                              
  N2^0^    1.99                 2.27          180.0               ECIHOO[15](#open201900076-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}     1.95, 1.93, 1.94   2.30, 2.28, 2.27   178.9, 178.3, 179.2
                                                                  FIBXIY[26](#open201900076-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}     1.98               2.29               178.8
  N2b^0^   1.98                 2.26          180.0                                                                                                              
  N3^0^    1.99                 2.27          180.0                                                                                                              
  N3b^0^   1.98                 2.27          180.0               KEKQIA[31](#open201900076-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}     2.00               2.30               179.8
  N4^0^    1.99                 2.27          180.0               ECIHUU[15](#open201900076-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}     1.96               2.26               175.0
                                                                  ECIHUU01[32](#open201900076-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}   1.99               2.31               175.2
  N4b^0^   1.99                 2.27          180.0               YIKXEW[33](#open201900076-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}     1.97               2.27               178.1
                                                                  YIKXEW01[28](#open201900076-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}   1.97               2.30               179.8
  N5^0^    2.01                 2.27          180.0               FAWYIM[15](#open201900076-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}     2.02               2.27               180.0
  N5b^0^   2.02                 2.27          180.0                                                                                                              
  N6^0^    1.99                 2.27          178.8                                                                                                              
  N6b^0^   1.98                 2.27          179.9               VUPCIT[34](#open201900076-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}     1.98               2.30               179.1
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In order to validate our model chemistry we compared the Au complex structures derived from the geometry optimisations to those observed in the crystal structures of these complexes. The conformational flexibility of the N‐substituent alkyl chains and the weakness of the interactions between them result in many stationary points on a rather flat potential energy surface; however, the optimised geometries of the lowest energy structures are very similar to those found experimentally, which is especially encouraging in the case of the normal‐butyl (n‐Bu) substituted species (**N6^+^**, **N6b^+^**, **N6^0^** and **N6b^0^**). This suggests that our choice of the PBE0‐D3/TZVP level of theory is justified. Generally good agreement of the calculated Au−C bond lengths with crystal structures was found, although bond lengths are marginally shorter in the crystal structures (as would be expected owing to atomic vibrations in the experimental structure) and differences are observed when different counter ions or solvent molecules are present in the crystal structures. For instance, the **N2b^+^** complex (N‐substituent=Me) differs from the crystal structure of KIZWEX[24](#open201900076-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} that was used as the starting point for the geometry optimisation; however, seen in conjunction with the three other crystal structures that contain **N2b^+^** with different counterions the average value for the Au−C bond length is similar to that in the optimised geometry. We suspect that the variation in bond length is related to solvent or counterion effects. The Au−C bond lengths of the cationic imidazolylidene and benzimidazolylidene species are mostly equivalent, but differ in the case of the isopropyl (i‐Pr) and tertiary butyl (t‐Bu) complexes, **N4^+^**, **N4b^+^**, **N5^+^** and **N5b^+^**. For these species the Au−C bond length is slightly elongated, this being more pronounced for the t‐Bu species, **N5^+^** and **N5b^+^**.

Conversely, in the neutral complexes the Au−C bond in the imidazolylidene species is slightly longer than in the benzimidazolylidene species, which might be attributed to differences in the dipole moments of the complexes featuring the different heterocycles. As in the cationic species, the neutral i‐Pr and t‐Bu complexes are exceptions: **N4^0^** and **N4b^0^** have almost identical Au−C bond lengths, and **N5^0^** has a *shorter* Au−C bond length than **N5b^0^**. The optimised geometries of both the cationic and neutral complexes bearing t‐Bu N‐substituents (**N5^+^**, **N5b^+^**, **N5^0^** and **N5b^0^**) consistently have the longest Au−C bond lengths, indicative of strain at the metal centre due to the sterically demanding t‐Bu groups. This is also the case in the crystal structures of **N5^+^** and **N5^0^**, but unfortunately no crystal structures of **N5b^+^** or **N5b^0^** exist for comparison.

The C−Au‐C bond angles in both the crystal structures and optimised geometries show little deviation from linearity, as is the norm for Au in the +1 oxidation state.[35](#open201900076-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} However, **N5b^+^** displays a C−Au‐C bond angle of 172° in the lowest energy structure determined by our conformational sampling and optimisation procedure, a significant deviation from the usual linear conformation.

The optimised geometries typically have N−C⋯(Au)⋯C−N dihedral angles closer to orthogonal, while in the crystal structures the NHC rings are more likely to be coplanar. The coplanar arrangement appears to facilitate closer packing of the NHC rings in the solid phase, while the ligands have more freedom to orient themselves during geometry optimisation in the absence of the periodic system. Relaxed scans of the NHC‐NHC dihedral angles were performed for all the cationic complexes, excluding the distorted **N5b^+^** (for which the C−Au−C line does not lie in the plane of the NHC ligands), to investigate the energetic barrier to rotation of the NHC rings (see examples in Figure S1 in the ESI). The highest energy conformations have dihedral angles of ∼180°, where the N‐substituents on opposing rings are forced into close proximity to each other. The rotational barriers are low, ranging from less than half a kcal mol^−1^ up to 4.8 kcal mol^−1^ for **N5^+^**, which is in agreement with NMR results[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and suggest that all these conformational states should be accessible at room temperature.

In terms of the orientation of the N‐substituents we observe excellent agreement between the lowest energy conformations determined by geometry optimisation and those found in the crystal structures. In the i‐Pr species (**N4^+^**, **N4b^+^**, **N4^0^** and **N4b^0^**) the CH hydrogen atoms are pointed toward the metal centre, while the CH~3~ groups are oriented away. Three of the t‐Bu complexes have two CH~3~ groups per N‐substituent oriented toward the Au, while **N5b^+^** has only one. In **N6^+^** and **N6b^+^** the n‐Bu N‐substituents on opposite sides of the metal centre are aligned, while in **N6^0^** and **N6b^0^** the n‐Bu chains of the *same* NHC ring are in alignment (Figure [1](#open201900076-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} (d) and (e)). This organisation in the n‐Bu substituted species is indicative of stabilising dispersion interactions between the alkyl chains.

2.2. Atoms in Molecules {#open201900076-sec-0004}
-----------------------

The minimum energy conformations shown in Figure [1](#open201900076-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} suggest that there may be intramolecular contacts between some of the ligands, so to investigate this further we performed Atoms in Molecules (AIM) analysis (molecular graphs of selected complexes are shown in Figure [2](#open201900076-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Within the framework of AIM, the presence of a bond path (BP, a line of maximal electron density connecting two nuclei) and an associated bond critical point (BCP, a point of minimum electron density along the BP) are sufficient evidence of a bonding interaction,[36](#open201900076-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} although this has been disputed.[37](#open201900076-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, H⋯H bonding between congested hydrogen atoms has been a controversial topic in the literature,[38](#open201900076-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#open201900076-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#open201900076-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} and has provoked a more general speculation on the interpretation of objects in the electron density topology.[41](#open201900076-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#open201900076-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#open201900076-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#open201900076-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#open201900076-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#open201900076-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#open201900076-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#open201900076-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#open201900076-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#open201900076-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#open201900076-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#open201900076-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#open201900076-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#open201900076-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#open201900076-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#open201900076-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#open201900076-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#open201900076-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#open201900076-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#open201900076-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#open201900076-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#open201900076-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#open201900076-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#open201900076-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#open201900076-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#open201900076-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#open201900076-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#open201900076-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#open201900076-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#open201900076-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#open201900076-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#open201900076-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#open201900076-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#open201900076-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#open201900076-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#open201900076-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} Martín Pendás *et al*. describe BPs as being "privileged exchange channels" along which atoms coordinate the spin of their electrons to minimise Pauli repulsion.[42](#open201900076-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Despite this, even though BPs indicate stabilising local interactions, their presence does not imply a lowering of the total energy of the system. The establishment of BPs between congested atoms may be accompanied by an increase in their self energies or a reduction in the stabilisation provided by other bonding interactions in a molecule.[42](#open201900076-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} It is this energy increase that is often interpreted as steric repulsion.

![Molecular graphs of a) N5^+^, b) N5b^+^ and c) N5b^**0**^. BCPs of weak, closed‐shell interactions indicated in pink, covalent/coordination BCPs in green.](OPEN-8-539-g002){#open201900076-fig-0002}

BPs and BCPs were identified between several Au⋯H and H⋯H pairs (between N‐substituent atoms on opposite sides of the metal centre) in the molecular graphs, as well as C⋯H BPs in **N5b^+^** and **N5b^0^** (Figure [2](#open201900076-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The electron densities at the BCPs along the intramolecular interaction paths are low (Table [3](#open201900076-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}), while the values of the Laplacian are positive and the kinetic energy density is close to zero in all cases, as expected for closed‐shell interactions.[44](#open201900076-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Properties of BCPs of weak interactions. ρ is the electron density, ∇^2^ρ is the Laplacian of the electron density, and K is the Hamiltonian kinetic energy at the BCP. Values in parenthesis indicate multiple instances of the interaction owing to molecular symmetry.

                    Distance   ρ       ∇^2^ ρ   K
  -------- -------- ---------- ------- -------- ---------
  N3^+^    H⋯H      2.99 (2)   0.002   0.007    −0.0005
  N3b^+^   H⋯H      3.29 (2)   0.001   0.004    −0.0003
  N4b^+^   C4‐H⋯H   2.25 (4)   0.008   0.028    −0.0013
           C4‐H⋯H   2.23 (4)   0.008   0.029    −0.0013
  N4b^0^   C4‐H⋯H   2.24 (4)   0.008   0.028    −0.0013
           Au⋯H     2.62 (2)   0.017   0.054    −0.0013
  N5^+^    H⋯H      2.21 (2)   0.008   0.026    −0.0011
           Au⋯H     2.82 (4)   0.011   0.031    −0.0009
           Au⋯H     2.52 (4)   0.019   0.054    −0.0011
  N5^0^    Au⋯H     2.62 (4)   0.015   0.044    −0.0012
  N5b^+^   H⋯H      3.29       0.001   0.002    −0.0002
           H⋯C      3.23 (2)   0.002   0.009    −0.0006
           C4‐H⋯H   2.10 (4)   0.011   0.037    −0.0015
           C4‐H⋯H   1.97 (4)   0.015   0.051    −0.0019
           Au⋯H     2.48 (2)   0.022   0.070    −0.0009
           Au⋯H     2.47 (2)   0.023   0.072    −0.0009
  N5b^0^   C4‐H⋯C   2.34 (2)   0.018   0.066    −0.0022
           Au⋯H     2.49 (4)   0.020   0.060    −0.0011
  N6^+^    H⋯H      2.87 (2)   0.003   0.011    −0.0008
           H⋯H      2.77 (2)   0.003   0.010    −0.0006
           H⋯H      2.49 (2)   0.004   0.013    −0.0006
           H⋯H      2.47 (2)   0.005   0.015    −0.0008
           Au⋯H     3.09 (2)   0.007   0.022    −0.0009
  N6^0^    H⋯H      2.60       0.003   0.009    −0.0004
           Au⋯H     3.23 (2)   0.006   0.017    −0.0006
  N6b^+^   H⋯H      2.81 (2)   0.003   0.009    −0.0006
           H⋯H      2.55 (2)   0.004   0.012    −0.0006
           H⋯H      2.44 (2)   0.005   0.016    −0.0007
           Au⋯H     3.10 (2)   0.007   0.022    −0.0006
  N6b^0^   H⋯H      2.62       0.003   0.008    −0.0004
           Au⋯H     3.22 (2)   0.006   0.017    −0.0007
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The smallest complexes in which H⋯H interactions are observed are **N3^+^** and **N3b^+^**. The interatomic distances are substantially longer than twice the van der Waals radius of hydrogen[47](#open201900076-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} (vdW~H⋯H~=2.40 Å) and electron density at the BCPs is exceptionally low. Based on these factors, and the relative flexibility of the ethyl ligands, we interpret these BPs as weakly stabilising dispersion interactions between the alkyl chains. The H⋯H bonding interaction present in **N5b^+^** appears even weaker, whereas **N5^+^** (Figure [2](#open201900076-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) features a different conformation of its t‐Bu N‐substituents, which puts two pairs of hydrogen atoms in close proximity. The interatomic distance is shorter than vdW~H⋯H~ and a greater electron density is observed at the BCP. Given the rigidity of the t‐Bu N‐substituents and the short interatomic distance, this bonding interaction may have a slight destabilising effect on the complex as a whole. The other H⋯H interactions between N‐substituent hydrogen atoms occur in the n‐Bu substituted species. **N6^0^** and **N6b^0^** feature one such interaction each, between the N‐substituents on opposite sides of the NHC ring, while the cationic **N6^+^** and **N6b^+^** exhibit four and three such interactions, respectively, between the N‐substituents on opposite sides of the metal centre. The n‐Bu chains of the N‐substituents in these species have a great deal more flexibility, based on the numerous other stationary points identified during sampling of the conformational space. In addition, the interatomic separations here are all close to vdW~H⋯H~. It therefore appears likely that these interactions have a stabilising effect on the complexes. It should be noted, however, that the electron density at these BCPs is low (Table [3](#open201900076-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}), in the range commonly found for dispersion interactions, and considerably lower than was found previously for the stabilising H...H interactions identified for congested molecules.[45](#open201900076-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}

The C4 hydrogen atoms of the benzimidazolylidene rings participate in H⋯H bonding interactions with N‐substituent hydrogen atoms in **N4b^+^**, **N4b^0^** and **N5b^+^** (see Figure [2](#open201900076-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} for molecular graph of latter complex). These bond paths are shorter than vdW~H⋯H~, especially in the t‐Bu‐bearing **N5b^+^**, and the electron densities at the BCPs are correspondingly higher.

In **N5b^0^**, which has a different orientation of its t‐Bu substituents, where two of the CH~3~ groups are orientated forward as compared to only one in the two cationic species, C⋯H bonding interactions are observed in the same region. The C⋯H interatomic distances are significantly shorter than vdW~H⋯C~ (2.9 Å), suggesting that the observed bonding interactions have more to do with the forced proximity of the involved atoms than with their C or H identity. Based on the observed deviations in Au−C bond length trends for these species, we conclude that these BPs are indicative of steric repulsion; it is possible that with less congestion at the metal centre, an unfavourable interaction with the C4 hydrogen could be avoided. In the n‐Bu substituted species the flexibility of the N‐substituents appears to prevent this kind of unfavourable interaction.

Several weak Au⋯H bond paths can be identified in the molecular graphs of the complexes bearing NHCs with larger alkyl fragments (Figure [2](#open201900076-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} (b) and (c)). The t‐Bu substituted species exhibit the most Au⋯H interactions, with a total of eight Au⋯H BCPs, with interatomic separations of 2.5 Å and 2.8 Å (compare sum of vdW radii 2.8 Å), being identified in **N5^+^**. The BCP ρ, ∇^2^ρ, and kinetic energy density at the BCPs of the Au...H interactions in these four t‐Bu substituted species and **N4b^0^** all fall within ranges determined for weaker Au...H hydrogen bonds[48](#open201900076-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#open201900076-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#open201900076-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} and agostic interactions.[51](#open201900076-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Au(I) is formally d^10^, and the complexes in this study are known to be delocalised lipophilic cations,[52](#open201900076-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} implying a relatively homogeneous molecular charge distribution. It is therefore difficult to tell if the Au⋯H interactions are representative of agostic interactions, where electrons from the C−H bond donate into a transition metal orbital,[53](#open201900076-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"},[53](#open201900076-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} or hydrogen bonding, where electron density on the metal is polarised towards the C−H bond.[50](#open201900076-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Au⋯H bonding interactions are observed in all the n‐Bu substituted species, but in contrast to those observed for the t‐Bu species, the interatomic distances all exceed vdW~Au⋯H~ (2.86 Å) and the BCP ρ falls outside the range for hydrogen bond or agostic interactions (but still in the range for weakly stabilising dispersion interactions).[55](#open201900076-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} It is interesting to note that the shortest H⋯H contact is found for **N5^+^**, perhaps as a side effect of establishing the short Au⋯H contacts.

2.3. Electrostatic Surface Potentials {#open201900076-sec-0005}
-------------------------------------

The Electrostatic Surface Potential (ESP) can reveal how a molecule is likely to engage in weak interactions, and is also related to its solubility properties.[56](#open201900076-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} ESPs calculated for the cationic Au‐NHC complexes are very similar in terms of their charge distribution (Table [4](#open201900076-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). Besides the **N1^+^**/**N1b^+^** outliers, there is little variation in the maximum, minimum, and average potential on the molecular surface. A general decrease in these parameters is, however, observed with increasing volume, although the lowest values are obtained for **N5^+^**/**N5b^+^**. For the **N*x*b^+^** complexes, the maximum ESP tends to decrease more slowly with volume than the minimum, resulting in more variation across the molecular surface. The regions of charge accumulation and depletion can easily be discerned in ESP maps of the complexes. The ESP maps of **N1^+^** and **N1b^+^**, **N2b^+^** and **N4^+^** appear in Figure [3](#open201900076-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The colour scale has been chosen according to the maximum and minimum charge areas of **N1b^+^**, which has the largest ESP spread among the three complexes. The most positive areas (indicated in blue) on the isosurfaces of both **N1^+^** and **N1b^+^** occur close to the N‐substituent, which corresponds to H atoms for these complexes. The areas of relative charge accumulation on these species (both isosurfaces are entirely positive) are quite different, however. The least positive area on **N1^+^** is found in proximity to the aromatic carbons of the NHC rings, while in **N1b^+^** much more electron density is concentrated above and below the benzene ring, as evidenced by the red colour on the isosurface. When the N‐substituent H atoms are replaced by alkyl fragments (e. g. **N2b^+^** and **N4^+^**, Figure [3](#open201900076-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} (c) and (d)), a much more homogeneous charge distribution is observed, with the benzimidazolylidene‐containing complexes exhibiting lower maximum and minimum ESP values (Table [4](#open201900076-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). The ESP around Au in these complexes is close to the molecular surface average. The above observations are consistent with the results of a prior theoretical study and the reputation of these complexes as nonpolar.[4](#open201900076-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Electrostatic Surface Potential values and volumes of cationic complexes.

           Maximum   Minimum   Average   Volume
  -------- --------- --------- --------- --------
  N1^+^    118       62        83        1332
  N1b^+^   115       46        69        2114
  N2^+^    86        58        74        1938
  N2b^+^   77        43        65        2715
  N3^+^    86        56        69        2570
  N3b^+^   79        42        63        3344
  N4^+^    83        53        64        3163
  N4b^+^   75        41        60        3904
  N5^+^    79        52        62        3640
  N5b^+^   73        39        59        4375
  N6^+^    83        43        61        3791
  N6b^+^   76        40        57        4571

Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

![ESP maps of (a) **N1^+^**, (b) **N1b^+^**, (c) **N2b^+^** and d) **N4^+^**. Red=46 kcal/mol, blue=115 kcal/mol.](OPEN-8-539-g003){#open201900076-fig-0003}

The neutral complexes show much greater variation in ESP over the entire molecular surface (Table [5](#open201900076-tbl-0005){ref-type="table"}), but the charge distribution across the NHC ligand is again very homogenous. Interestingly, the Au isosurface average ESP is slightly negative for these complexes, demonstrating the electronegativity of Au. The Cl atom exhibits the most negative ESP, while the NHC ligands appear mostly positive. We have previously shown that a concentration of electron density, which is often, but not always, associated with a slight negative charge on the gold allows the Au(I) centre to behave as a Lewis base and hence act as a hydrogen‐bond acceptor.[48](#open201900076-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#open201900076-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#open201900076-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} The slightly negative ESP values for the Au thus suggest that the Au⋯H interactions identified for the **N4b^0^** and the t‐Bu substituted species in the AIM analysis above are indeed hydrogen bonds, rather than agostic interactions.

###### 

Electrostatic Surface Potential values and volumes of neutral complexes.

           Maximum   Minimum   Average   Volume
  -------- --------- --------- --------- --------
  N1^0^    61        −42       3         1038
  N1b^0^   60        −41       4         1429
  N2^0^    40        −43       3         1340
  N2b^0^   33        −41       3         1729
  N3^0^    39        −43       2         1652
  N3b^0^   33        −41       3         2040
  N4       39        −44       3         1954
  N4b^0^   31        −42       3         2325
  N5^0^    35        −43       2         2200
  N5b^0^   30        −42       2         2558
  N6^0^    31        −42       3         2266
  N6b^0^   31        −42       3         2656

Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

2.4. Bond Dissociation Energies {#open201900076-sec-0006}
-------------------------------

Bond dissociation energies (BDEs) were calculated for NHC dissociation from the cationic and neutral complexes, see Figure [4](#open201900076-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and Table S1 in the ESI. The cationic complexes display higher BDEs than the neutral complexes, as expected based on the higher stability of the neutral Au−Cl over the cationic Au‐NHC fragment. In general, an upward trend in BDEs is observed as the size of the N‐substituents is increased, with the t‐Bu‐substituted species being clear outliers. Significantly lower BDEs are observed for the t‐Bu substituted species than for those bearing less sterically demanding N‐substituents, and while the other imidazolylidene/benzimidazolylidene pairs differ little in terms of their BDEs, **N5b^+^** and **N5b^0^** have BDEs ∼10 kcal mol^−1^ lower than their imidazolylidene counterparts. This is likely related to steric repulsion, based on the long Au−C bond lengths noted earlier and what appear to be repulsive H⋅⋅⋅H interactions as discussed for the AIM analysis (*vide supra*). In the cationic species, the gap between imidazolylidene and benzimidazolylidene BDEs is slightly larger than in the neutral species, where the energy difference can almost be said to be insignificant. This is interesting considering that benzimidazolylidene ligands are considered to be less electron donating than imidazolylidene ligands, but here our results indicate that the M‐NHC bond strength may depend on the other ligands attached to the coordination complex.

![Bond dissociation electronic energies of cationic and neutral complexes, plotted in increasing order of molecular volume.](OPEN-8-539-g004){#open201900076-fig-0004}

2.5. Energy Decomposition Analysis {#open201900076-sec-0007}
----------------------------------

To gain greater insight into the BDEs, we performed Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA) for the same bond dissociations described above. The results are shown in Figure [5](#open201900076-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} (numerical data may be found in Table S2 in the ESI), along with the preparation energy (energy required to deform the fragments from their isolated equilibrium structure to that observed in the complexes). The electrostatic and Pauli repulsion terms are the largest components of the energy (see Table S2 in the ESI), with the stabilising electrostatic term being marginally larger than the repulsive Pauli term so that grouping these terms together leads to a stabilising term that is reported as the steric term.[57](#open201900076-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} For the cationic species, as the volume of the N‐substituent increases both the electrostatic and Pauli terms increase slightly but to different extents, such that the steric stabilisation decreases overall. However, the t‐Bu species, **N5^+^** and **N5b^+^**, have lower than expected Coulomb attraction and higher than expected Pauli repulsion given the observed trends, leading to steric terms that are much less stabilising than for the other species. The stabilising orbital term also increases with increasing volume of the N‐substituent, but is a few kcal mol^−1^ higher in the t‐Bu‐substituted species, **N5^+^** and **N5b^+^**. As expected, the stabilisation provided by dispersion interactions shows a general increase with the N‐substituent volume.

![Energy decomposition of Au‐NHC bonds in the (a) cationic complexes and (b) neutral complexes.](OPEN-8-539-g005){#open201900076-fig-0005}

Clear trends cannot be discerned in the individual energy terms of the neutral complex bond dissociations (except for a more stabilising dispersion interaction with increasing volume), but the total bond energy increases with increasing N‐substituent size. For the t‐Bu substituted species, both higher preparation energies as well as less stabilising steric terms as a result of smaller Coulombic terms are observed in both the cationic and neutral complexes, and this is more pronounced in the benzimidazolylidene species. Since this is observed in both the cationic and neutral species, this must be related to steric interactions between the ligands and the metal centre, as opposed to such interactions between opposing ligands.

2.6. Free Energy of Hydration {#open201900076-sec-0008}
-----------------------------

The free energies of hydration (ΔG~hyd~) for the Au complexes were calculated using the COSMO‐RS continuum solvation model. The results are shown in Tables [6](#open201900076-tbl-0006){ref-type="table"} and [7](#open201900076-tbl-0007){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Free energies of hydration for cationic Au complexes.

          ΔG~hyd~            ΔG~hyd~
  ------- --------- -------- ---------
  N1^+^   −52.4     N1b^+^   −49.6
  N2^+^   −35.2     N2b^+^   −32.7
  N3^+^   −33.4     N3b^+^   −31.0
  N4^+^   −30.4     N4b^+^   −28.9
  N5^+^   −29.2     N5b^+^   −28.1
  N6^+^   −30.7     N6b^+^   −27.9

Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

###### 

Free energies of hydration of neutral Au complexes.

          ΔG~hyd~            ΔG~hyd~
  ------- --------- -------- ---------
  N1^0^   −18.6     N1b^0^   −17.2
  N2^0^   −11.0     N2b^0^   −9.4
  N3^0^   −10.1     N3b^0^   −8.6
  N4^0^   −9.7      N4b^0^   −8.2
  N5^0^   −8.7      N5b^0^   −7.9
  N6^0^   −9.2      N6b^0^   −7.5

Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

The cationic Au complexes (Table [6](#open201900076-tbl-0006){ref-type="table"}) are greatly stabilised by the continuum solvent model (up to 52 kcal mol^−1^ in the case of **N1^+^**), as expected for a charged species, with the stabilisation found for the **N*x*b^+^** species typically a few kcal mol^−1^ lower than for the imidazolylidene analogues. Among the **Nxb^+^** complexes the most stabilising ΔG~hyd~ is found for **N1b^+^**. The exceptional behaviour of **N1^+^** and **N1b^+^** is most likely a result of the H atom N‐substituents being the sites of highest charge depletion in the coordination complexes studied here, particularly for the **N*x*b^+^** species. The greater charge polarisation in **N1^+^** and **N1b^+^** (Figure [3](#open201900076-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) results in greater stabilisation upon solvation. In general, a decrease in the magnitude of ΔG~solv~ is seen as the size of the species increases, consistent with the decreased charge polarisation found in the larger complexes.

The neutral complexes exhibit more moderate ΔG~hyd~ values (Table [7](#open201900076-tbl-0007){ref-type="table"}), with the **N1^0^** and **N1b^0^** species again appearing as outliers.

2.7. Lipophilicity {#open201900076-sec-0009}
------------------

The octanol‐water partition coefficient was also calculated for the range of Au complexes using COSMO‐RS. The results are shown in Tables [8](#open201900076-tbl-0008){ref-type="table"} and [9](#open201900076-tbl-0009){ref-type="table"}, along with the average ESP and molecular volume calculated by the AIM approach. Experimental log P values are available for five of the cationic Au‐NHC complexes.[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Average ESP, volume, and log P of cationic Au complexes.

           ESP average   Volume   log P (calc)   log P (exp)
  -------- ------------- -------- -------------- -------------
  N1^+^    83            1332     3.4             
  N1b^+^   69            2114     6.0             
  N2^+^    74            1938     4.8            −1.09
  N2b^+^   65            2715     7.0             
  N3^+^    69            2570     6.3            −0.8
  N3b^+^   63            3344     8.4             
  N4^+^    64            3163     9.0             
  N4b^+^   60            3904     10.3            
  N5^+^    62            3640     8.9            0.3
  N5b^+^   59            4375     10.6            
  N6^+^    61            3791     9.6            1.09
  N6b^+^   57            4571     11.6           

Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

###### 

Average ESP, volume, and log P of neutral Au complexes.

           ESP average   Volume   log P (calc)
  -------- ------------- -------- --------------
  N1^0^    3             1038     0.9
  N1b^0^   4             1429     2.3
  N2^0^    3             1340     1.8
  N2b^0^   3             1729     3
  N3^0^    2             1652     2.8
  N3b^0^   3             2040     4
  N4       3             1954     3.7
  N4b^0^   3             2325     4.9
  N5^0^    2             2200     4.2
  N5b^0^   2             2558     5.2
  N6^0^    3             2266     4.9
  N6b^0^   3             2656     6

Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

It is immediately evident that the calculated log P values are grossly overestimated (Table [8](#open201900076-tbl-0008){ref-type="table"}), *i. e*. the continuum solvent model overestimates the affinity of the complexes for octanol relative to water. This is likely primarily due to the absence of the counterions, Cl^−^ and Br^−^, in the calculation. In the physical experiment these anions are likely to have a low affinity for the octanol layer and a high affinity for the water layer (ΔG~hyd~ for Cl^−^ was calculated to be 70 kcal mol^−1^). Besides the neglect of thisstabilisation, the potential difference established at the octanol‐water interface by the differential partitioning of the Au complexes and counterions in the two solvent layers is also not accounted for in the calculation. This potential difference will limit the partitioning of the Au complexes into the octanol layer. Estimated solvent model parameters were used for Au (as described in the Computational Details section below), which may have an effect, but this is not easily predictable. Assuming that any error originating from the estimated parameters will affect the individual Au complex log P values to the same extent, the trends in the data can still provide meaningful insight. For the cationic complexes (Table [8](#open201900076-tbl-0008){ref-type="table"}), log P is observed to increase as the average ESP decreases and the molecular volume increases. Plotting log P as a function of the average ESP (Figure [6](#open201900076-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}) and the volume (Figure [7](#open201900076-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}) reveals linear trends with coefficients of determination close to unity. This is the case for both the calculated and experimental log P values. Despite the large nominal differences in calculated and experimental log P values, prediction of the relative lipophilicity of such delocalised lipophilic cations may be possible by using this approach. The neutral complexes also display log P values correlated with molecular volume (Figure [7](#open201900076-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), however there is no apparent relationship with the ESP values.

![Log P relation to ESP average for cationic complexes.](OPEN-8-539-g006){#open201900076-fig-0006}

![Log P relation to volume for all complexes.](OPEN-8-539-g007){#open201900076-fig-0007}

3. Discussion {#open201900076-sec-0010}
=============

Through analysis of the electron density topology of a series of cationic and neutral Au(I)‐NHC compounds we have shown that numerous bonding interactions, as defined by Bader, take place in these complexes, between ligands on opposite sides of the metal centre, among atoms of the ligands themselves, and between the ligands and metal centre. While the presence of these bond paths shows that it is energetically beneficial to accumulate electron density between the involved atoms, the effect on the system as a whole is more difficult to gauge, as has recently been pointed out by Wick and Clark.[37](#open201900076-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The BCP properties would seem to indicate stabilising dispersion interactions, and this is in agreement with the EDA results, where more dispersion stabilisation is observed for the larger species (which also feature more bonding interactions). However, the structural aberrations, high preparation energies, and the increase of Pauli repulsion relative to Coulombic attraction observed in the t‐Bu species suggest steric strain. Furthermore, in considering the EDA terms, ESPs and AIM results together the largest differences between the **N5b^+^** and **N5b^0^** species relative to **N5^+^** and **N5^0^** are the presence of the interactions between C4 hydrogen atoms of the benzimidazolylidene rings with N‐substituent atoms. For the cationic complexes the Coulombic, Pauli, orbital and dispersion terms of the EDA for the imidazolylidene and benzimidazolylidene species differ by less than 4 kcal mol^−1^, with the exception of the Coulombic term of **N5b^+^**, which is almost 10 kcal mol^−1^ less stable than **N5^+^**. We therefore credit the C4−H⋯H interaction with the destabilisation of the Au−C bond, which in turn leads to lower BDEs for these species. This has important implications for the use of such complexes in biological applications.

In the species bearing flexible n‐Bu substituents, which are slightly larger than the t‐Bu substituents, the highest number of bonding interactions between ligand atoms are observed, but these complexes do not appear to be sterically strained. Therefore, although going from an imidazolylidene to a benzimidazolylidene ligand is thought to mainly affect the electronic properties of the ligand, we conclude that it may lead to the introduction of significant steric strain in a metal complex, depending on the moiety present at the N‐substituent position. Functionalisation at the C4 position could be an effective strategy to introduce steric strain at the metal centre even when the N‐substituents are relatively small. On the other hand, this implies that unwanted steric repulsion may be introduced inadvertently when the heterocycle is modified to alter the electronic properties of a ligand.

4. Conclusions {#open201900076-sec-0011}
==============

The results shown here highlight the delicate balance between steric and electronic effects that play a role in the properties of Au‐NHC complexes as possible prodrugs, where, in addition to low BDEs and high lipophilicities, it appears that intermolecular interactions present could also affect their mechanism of action. All the analyses undertaken show that there are significant differences between the imidazolylidene and benzimidazolylidene NHCs; the variation in ESPs, BDEs and EDA for these species confirm that electronic effects play a role, whereas the AIM highlights the steric differences. Similarly, although it has been suggested that the N‐substituents have little effect on the electronic properties^14^ the calculated differences in BDEs, ESPs and EDA suggest that this is also not entirely true. Furthermore, both volume, which is typically seen as being related to sterics, and ESP influence the lipophilicities, at least for the cationic complexes. This is probably related to the more homogenous charge distributions exhibited by the larger complexes, but also the volume‐surface area connection, as the COSMO‐RS model accounts for vdW‐type interactions between solute and solvent. We have shown that although our calculated log P values differ significantly from experimental values, both show a linear relation to the molecular volume which may be useful in predicting the lipophilicity of related compounds.

It has previously been shown that at 1 μM concentration the n‐Bu complex, N6^+^, induces greater mitochondrial swelling than the t‐Bu complex, N5^+^, which was also found to correspond with the relative lipophilicities of the two complexes,[16](#open201900076-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} as confirmed by the calculations described here. However, at 10 μM the t‐Bu has greater mitochondrial activity, which appears to correlate better with the relative order of the BDE results, suggesting that the influences of both the BDE and lipophilicity, which work in opposite directions relative to the size of the molecule, are important. A further factor may be the presence of the intramolecular interactions within the complex, where competition between the intramolecular interactions and intermolecular interactions with the TrxR enzyme active site may influence the mechanism of action of the prodrug. The next step of the study is therefore to study the interaction of the complexes with the TrxR enzyme active site in order to investigate this latter possibility. In particular, since the strength of the Au‐ligand bond may be important in determining how easily ligand exchange with the may occur, the BDEs suggest that complexes with benzimidazolylidene ligands may be better prodrugs as these NHC ligands could be replaced more easily, so this aspect will be further investigated.

**Computational Details** {#open201900076-sec-0012}
=========================

Geometry Optimisation {#open201900076-sec-0013}
---------------------

Geometry optimisations were performed with the Gaussian 09 Revision D.01 computational chemistry software package,[58](#open201900076-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} using the PBE0 density functional[59](#open201900076-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} and the def2‐TZVP basis set for all atoms,[60](#open201900076-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} with a relativistic effective core potential (ECP) for gold.[61](#open201900076-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} The basis set and ECP were obtained from the EMSL basis set exchange.[62](#open201900076-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"},[63](#open201900076-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Grimme\'s D3 dispersion correction (original damping function) was applied in all optimisations.[64](#open201900076-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} PBE0 was chosen as it has been extensively benchmarked (particularly in combination with def2‐TZP) and shows good performance in describing transition metal complex geometries, thermochemistry and dispersion interactions when combined with Grimme\'s dispersion correction.[65](#open201900076-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#open201900076-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#open201900076-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#open201900076-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, the method produces results in good agreement with high level coupled cluster calculations for the description of complexes of Au(I) and Au(III) with unsaturated hydrocarbons,[69](#open201900076-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} and has recently been used to study Au(I) NHC complexes with phosphane ligands.[70](#open201900076-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Stationary points were characterised by harmonic vibrational analysis to ensure that they represent minima on the potential energy surface. Starting structures for geometry optimisation of the Au complexes were obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD),[22](#open201900076-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} omitting counter‐ions and solvent molecules. For those complexes where a crystal structure was not available, an initial geometry was constructed using the bond lengths and angles of similar complexes. Additionally, we probed the conformational space by performing relaxed scans of the torsion angle between the opposing NHC rings, and varying the orientation of the N‐substituents in the starting structures for geometry optimisation. Bond Dissociation Energies (BDEs) for the ligands dissociating from the coordination complex were calculated as the difference between the energy of the coordination complex and the sum of the energies of the ligand of interest and the remainder of the coordination complex in their relaxed state. Images were generated with the Chemcraft suite.[71](#open201900076-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}

Atoms in Molecules {#open201900076-sec-0014}
------------------

Atoms in Molecules (AIM) calculations were performed and images of molecular graphs were generated using our in‐house program, eDensity.[72](#open201900076-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"},[73](#open201900076-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} Wave function files were prepared using the ORCA computational chemistry program package,[74](#open201900076-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} calculations being performed at the same level of theory as the geometry optimisations. However, although good optimised geometries may be derived using ECPs, information on the core electrons of heavy atoms is lost. This leads to several problems when performing AIM analysis. Therefore an all electron scalar relativistic (SARC) basis set was used for Au,[75](#open201900076-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} with relativistic effects further described with the aid of the zeroth order regular approximation (ZORA).[76](#open201900076-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#open201900076-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#open201900076-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}

Electrostatic Potential {#open201900076-sec-0015}
-----------------------

The AIMAll software package version 15.05.18[79](#open201900076-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} was used for the calculation of the electrostatic surface potential (ESP) at an electron density of 0.001 *e* bohr^−1^. In mapping the function onto the 0.001 *e* bohr^−1^ isosurface the range of the colour scale was chosen to convey the variation of the ESP across the molecular isosurface, with the same range used for all complexes to facilitate comparison between complexes.

Energy Decomposition Analysis {#open201900076-sec-0016}
-----------------------------

Energy decomposition analysis (EDA) calculations were performed using an adaptation of the Morokuma bond energy decomposition scheme[80](#open201900076-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}--[72](#open201900076-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} implemented in the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program package.[83](#open201900076-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"},[84](#open201900076-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} The PBE0 functional was combined with the triple zeta all electron ZORA/TZP basis set[85](#open201900076-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} and Grimme\'s D3 dispersion correction.[64](#open201900076-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}

Free Energy of Hydration and Octanol/Water Partition Coefficient {#open201900076-sec-0017}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The free energy of hydration and the octanol/water partition coefficient were calculated using the COSMO‐RS continuum solvation model[86](#open201900076-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"},[87](#open201900076-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} as implemented in ADF. Optimised structures from gas phase G09 calculations were used without further optimisation in the continuum solvation environment. This was done due to time constraints and also because the parameterisation of the COSMO‐RS model in ADF was performed on gas phase structures only. The COSMO‐RS parameterisation within ADF was done using the Becke Perdew exchange correlation functional, with the ZORA approximation for relativistic effects and the TZP small core basis set. These same settings were used for all COSMO‐RS calculations described in this work, with a TZ2P basis set for Au, as recommended for heavy atoms.

Default options were used as far as possible, but Se and Au were not included in the parameterisation and some quantities had to be estimated for these atoms, i. e. the solvent radii and the element specific dispersion constants. The radii of the spheres which surround the solute atoms within the continuum are parameterised values and not directly derived from fundamentals, nevertheless these radii correlate well with Bondi radii.[86](#open201900076-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"},[87](#open201900076-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"},[47](#open201900076-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} A comparison is shown in Table [1](#open201900076-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The average of the ratios between the COSMO‐RS and Bondi radii is ∼1.16, but since the ratio for heavier atoms tends to be closer to 1.17, we opted to select this ratio for Au, multiplying its Bondi radius by this amount to arrive at the solvent radii used for COSMO‐RS calculations (Table [10](#open201900076-tbl-0010){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

COSMO‐RS and Bondi radii.

  Element   Radii (Å)     Ratio   
  --------- ------------- ------- -------------
  H         1.30          1.20    1.08
  C         2.00          1.70    1.18
  N         1.83          1.55    1.18
  O         1.72          1.52    1.13
  F         1.72          1.47    1.17
  P         2.13          1.80    1.18
  S         2.16          1.80    1.20
  Cl        2.05          1.75    1.17
  Br        2.16          1.85    1.17
  I         2.32          1.98    1.17
  Au        1.94^\[a\]^   1.66    1.17^\[a\]^

^\[a\]^Values chosen for this study.
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The dispersion constants are also fitted values, deriving mainly from the dispersion energy gain of the solute making the transition from the gas to the condensed phase. However, other free energy contributions related to molecular size may be involved as well, which is problematic for an approach in determining such a constant without parameterisation. Due to the lack of appropriate experimental data and the considerable computational expense of such an activity, we opted instead to estimate dispersion constants for Au from their atomic polarisabilities.[88](#open201900076-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} The atomic polarisabilities of the atoms included in the COSMO‐RS parameterisation were plotted with their dispersion constants, presuming a linear relationship (Figure [8](#open201900076-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}). The value for nitrogen is particularly low, as noted by Klamt,[89](#open201900076-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} and so it was not included. The coefficient of determination indicates a reasonable fit of the data. Inserting the polarisability of Au into the fit equation yields a dispersion constant of −0.0555 kcal.mol^−1^Å^−2^.

![COSMO‐RS dispersion constants as a function of atomic polarisability.](OPEN-8-539-g008){#open201900076-fig-0008}
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